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Controls Module in Risk Assess 

Within the Information Security arena, companies use control frameworks to manage information security risk. 
A control framework is a collection of controls; more specifically, it is a data structure that organizes and 
categorizes an organization’s internal controls, which are practices and procedures established to create 
business value and minimize risk. Companies evaluate the nature of work being performed by a third party to 
determine applicable controls and then, for each applicable control, determine inherent risk, which is the risk 
that is intrinsic to the nature of the work. Auditors then evaluate the effectiveness of these controls and 
determine residual risk, which is the risk that remains after controls are in place. 

With these concepts in mind, the Controls Module has been created in Risk Assess for customers that wish to 
analyze, evaluate and manage the IT processes and associated third parties of an organization. 

The Controls Module enables a customer to: 

• Set up and maintain a collection of specific controls in a control library 
• Map controls to evidence – one or more questions from one or more questionnaires 
• Use a program to scope – determine applicable controls and calculate inherent risk for each control 
• Gather evidence relevant to the controls using questionnaires 
• Enable an assessment by an assessor/auditor – both online (on-screen) as well as offline (using Excel) 
• Enable the setting of control effectiveness and residual risk for each control 
• Trigger remedial actions in the form of Action Plans 
• Aggregate and roll-up residual risk from all of the assessed controls in the assessment 
• Report on the assessment, remedial actions, inherent risk and residual risk for the third party 

relationship 

Within Information Security, there can be risks associated with encryption, cyber-security, encryption, physical 
security, cloud security and security policy, among other specific areas. Controls management is therefore a 
significant focus of Information Security Risk Management. 

NOTE: The Controls Module is not available in the application by default. To activate it, please contact Coupa 
Customer Success. 

Controls Module Activation 
The Controls Module is not activated in Risk Assess by default. To activate the Controls Module, the customer 
must first contact their Coupa Customer Success representative. 

Controls Module Group 
The user must be a member of the Controls Module Admin group in order to have access to the Admin > 
Controls Administration > Control Framework Configuration and its functionality. To add the user to the group, 
navigate to Admin > User Management and Security > Group Management and click the Controls Module Admin 
link on the Group Management page. 
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Make the checkbox indication located to the immediate left of the user’s Last Name under the Available Users 
section, or search for the user by Last Name, First Name or Email via the Filters provided. Once the user is 
indicated, click the Add button to move the user’s information to the Selected Users section (required). 
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Click the Save button to save the information, or click the Cancel button to discard the changes without saving. 

Controls Module Setup 
The Admin user can utilize the application’s Setup Data Management function to manage the data that 
populates the dropdown lists on fields within the Controls Module. 

To access Setup Data Management, click the Admin tab and choose the option from the Configuration Data 
Management section of the Admin page. 

 
In the screenshot example, immediately below, the user has chosen the ControlCategory Setup Data 
Management Code to which they will add dropdown values. 
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If the Admin user wishes to add a value to the Setup Data Code, then they can click the New button to complete 
the Setup Data page with a dropdown value to add to the ControlCategory. 

Note that the following available Setup Data Codes are specific to the Controls Module: 

• SafeGuardControlCategory – displays in ‘Category’ field on the Add/Edit Control page 
• SafeGuardControlImpact – displays on the scoped control within the Assessment; the values are set by 

the auditor performing the Assessment 
• SafeGuardControlLikelihood – displays on the scoped control within the Assessment; the values are set 

by the auditor performing the Assessment 

 
Enter all of the information preferred for the new dropdown value, then click the Save button to add it to the 
Setup Data code or click the Cancel button to return to the Setup Data Management page. 
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When the user next accesses the specific field to which the new dropdown value was assigned, the new value 
will display as a dropdown option within the field. 

 

Controls Administration > Controls Framework Configuration 
Establish Controls / Controls Library 
A control framework contains the entire library of controls an organization uses to conduct Assessments. New 
Frameworks can be added to the application via the Admin > Controls Administration > Control Framework 
Configuration > Add Framework button. 

 
Within the Controls Framework page that displays, enter, select and/or indicate the following information: 

• Framework Name (required) – free text field 
• Framework Version – numeric field representing the specific framework version 
• Risk Failure Code (required) – dropdown field of failure code selections for designating a control as 

ineffective within the framework 
• Active – checkbox indicating whether the controls framework is active (indicated) or not 

NOTE: Any required fields are denoted with a red asterisk (*). Additionally, help text for each item on the 
Controls Framework page will display when the user hovers the mouse pointer over the question mark icon for 
the particular item. 
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Once the required fields and indications are complete, click the Save button to save the information or click 
Cancel to discard the information without saving. 

Import Controls 
A control represents a specific strategy or strategies for prioritizing and sharing information about security and 
risk management within an IT infrastructure. 

Controls can be organized into frameworks within the application using one of two methods: The customer can 
set up controls, one by one, or in bulk via the Import Controls function. This section of the guide is specific to the 
Import Control function. 

A customer can import multiple controls and mapped questions from an existing Excel spreadsheet via the 
Admin > Controls Administration > Control Framework Configuration > Import Controls button. 

The blank Import Controls spreadsheet containing columns reflective of fields in the Controls Framework and 
Controls pages, is accessible via Admin > Community > Libraries > Import Templates…  

 
A spreadsheet file containing controls and questions content can be uploaded to specific controls and evidence 
mapping in the application by clicking the Select files… button on the Import Controls page. 

 
Once the spreadsheet file is selected, it displays on the Import Controls screen. Click the Save button to save the 
information or click Cancel to discard the information without saving. 

 
When the import is saved, the user will receive an email Status Message verifying the number of controls that 
were imported into the Framework. 
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Program Setup 
Segmentation (stratifying third parties by criticality to determine the level of assessment) and scoping 
(identifying data and systems touched to drive scoping or relevant controls and calculate inherent risks) can be 
accomplished in a single program. Programs pertaining to the controls that contain data specific to Evidence 
Mapping must be set up within the application. For example, a customer may want to create an Information 
Security Policy Control based on an evidence program in the application. 

To create a new program under the Programs tab, click the Add New Program button. 

 
The Program Wizard displays. For more information on how to add a Program, refer to the Risk Assess Reference 
Guide or the Program topic within the application’s online help content. 
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Add / Edit Control 
As stated in the Import Controls section of this guide, controls can be organized into frameworks within the 
application using one of two methods: either in bulk via the Import Controls function, or one by one. This 
section of the guide is specific to the latter method. 

Controls can be initially added to the application via Admin > Controls Administration > Control Framework 
Configuration > Add Control button. 

 
An existing control can be edited by clicking directly on the Control Name within the Control Frameworks grid. 
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A control can be deleted from a framework by clicking the Delete Control (trash can) icon in the Control 
Frameworks grid. 

Following are the field designations on the Add / Edit Control page: 

• Control Name (required) – name of the specific control being added / edited. 
NOTE: A warning message will display if the name entered for the control is a duplicate name for an 
existing control. 

• Framework (required) - dropdown field of framework selections the user can associate to the control. 
Only one framework can be selected. 
NOTE: The Framework cannot be changed after the control is saved. 

• Order Number (required) – up/down arrows field of numeric selections that determine the relative 
assignment and display order of the specific Control when applied to objects. 

• Control Effectiveness Type Code – dropdown field of selections for choosing the Setup Data Type that 
contains the relevant Control Effectiveness values for the specific Control. This code is relevant to a 
Control’s effectiveness, as determined by the individual performing the Assessment. 

• Control Status (required) – indicator of the active or inactive status of the Control. 
NOTE: Only Active Controls will be accumulated in a new assessment. 

• Category – the classification under which the specific control belongs; this dropdown field is useful, for 
example, to aggregate Risk Ratings within a “domain” of multiple controls. 

• Risk Weight – up/down arrow decimal value selections quantifying the weighted residual risk (valid 
values range from 0 to 99999999.99). 

• Control Risk Type Code – dropdown field of selections for choosing the Setup Data Type that contains 
the relevant Risk Rating values based on the Control Framework employed. 

• Control Description (required) – free-text field definition of the specific control, generally utilized to 
describe the control objective (255 character limit); rich text controls can be applied. 

• Procedure (required) – free-text field with rich text controls detailing the testing procedure an assessor 
is expected to follow in order to validate the specific control. 
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Evidence Mapping 
An Evidence Mapping section is located in the bottom portion of the Control Add / Edit page, and includes a 
filterable, sortable grid when questions have been added to the control. 

Users can include a question (or Key Performance Indicator [KPI] description) in Evidence Mapping via the Add 
Question button > Add Question pop-up window by choosing a specific Program Name and Question from the 
dropdown fields provided. These dropdowns represent the existing programs and questions available under 
those programs. 

 
To select questions from the Add Question pop-up window, click the Program Name dropdown field and choose 
the specific program, then click to highlight the preferred question to add from the Question dropdown field.  

 
To save the question, click the Submit button, or click the Cancel button to discard and return to the Control 
page. 
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Repeat this same process to add another / additional questions to the Evidence Mapping section of the Control 
page. 

Once questions/KPIs are added for a specific control, its Evidence Mapping grid contains the following columns: 

• Program Name – displays specific name of the program the user indicated within the Add Question pop-
up window. 

• Questions – displays specific program question the user selected within the Add Question pop-up 
window. 

• Question # - specific number assigned to the question at the time it was added to the program in the 
program wizard. 

• Delete – provides a functional icon button that allows the user to remove a question from the control’s 
Evidence Mapping. Clicking the icon will display a pop-up message to confirm deletion. Click the Confirm 
button to delete the question, or click the Cancel button to close the pop-up window and return to the 
Control page. 
NOTE: The Delete column is moveable (left to right, right to left) within the grid. 
 

Users can reference Evidence Mapping when they are entering observations for the specific control on the 
Controls page. 
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An Assessor conducting an Assessment can see if evidence was collected, completed or omitted in a program in 
order to properly assess the specific Control relying on that evidence. 

For each KPI response, the Result field within the Control’s Evidence Mapping section will include the following 
responses: 

• If the program was completed, then the actual response will display as-is. 
• If the program was completed and no response was provided, then “No answer provided” will display. 
• If the program has not been completed, then “Awaiting Response” will display. 

 
Clicking on the actual result will display a detailed Result Summary, including: 

• Program Name 
• Question 
• Question No. 
• Result 
• Components (specific component[s] name and component classification[s]) 

 

Show Component-Level Information in Evidence 

Assessors can view component-level information in order to view ALL of the evidence within a program (KPI and 
Component). The user is presented with the KPI response and it is displayed within a link. When they click the 
link, the component responses show in a pop-up window. 
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Results can be exported to Excel when the user clicks the Create Audit button. 

Workflow Control Scoping program component 
The Workflow Control Scoping Program Component is key to the Controls Module process, and is available via 
Admin > Program Management > Add New Component > Component dropdown. Its purpose is to select Controls 
to include in a newly-created Assessment on an enrolled object. Based on responses provided by the 
Relationship Manager to specific questions, the Workflow Control Scoping component evaluates scores resulting 
from the responses provided, and adds only applicable controls under the Control section for the specific 
Assessment while ruling out any controls that are not applicable. 

A Program Admin may want the ability to add a component to a program that determines which controls will get 
accumulated on the enrolled location, so that the location can be enrolled in the appropriate Controls 
Framework program. 

NOTE: Dependent on the framework selected, some controls will not be selectable. 

The Workflow Control Scoping component functions on any enrollment. When the scoping program completes, 
all controls will be consolidated and displayed in a new Assessment that will be shown in the Assessments tab 
and also on the object enrolled in the scoping program. 

The Workflow Control Scoping program includes the following settings: 

• Enter reason why this control(s) are being applied (free-text field) – enter the context for the control. 
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• Enter low score threshold (free-text field) – a numeric control value of zero will rule out its inclusion in 
the specific assessment for which the control is being evaluated. 

• Select an option to apply all controls from the selected framework at the low score threshold 
(dropdown field) – list of available framework choices that a Controls Module Admin group member has 
added to the application. Choosing a specific framework means that all controls from that framework 
only will be applied at the low score threshold. 

• Select specific controls to apply from all frameworks at the low score threshold (checkbox indications) 
– list of available controls from every framework that can be applied at the low score threshold. Only 
the controls indicated (checked) will be applied. 

 

• Enter higher or equal score threshold (free-text field) – a numeric control value of 100 will result in its 
inclusion in the specific assessment for which the control is being evaluated. 

• Select an option to apply all controls from the selected framework at the high score threshold 
(dropdown field) 

• Select specific controls to apply from all frameworks at the high score threshold (checkbox indicators) 

 
• Select range of score values to use for comparison (dropdown field) – The Workflow Control Scoping 

component supports Control scoring at four different levels, including the following choice options: 
o Program – the overall program score 
o Line – the score generated at KPI-level 
o Component – the specific component score 
o Section – the program section score; for example, Risk Management, Security Policy, Business 

Info, Organizational Security (organization / section / then KPI)… 
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• Select range of score values to use for inherent risk level (dropdown field) – The Workflow Control 
Scoping component supports Control scoring at four different levels. This dropdown examines the score 
in terms of inherent risk at low, medium and high levels and calculates the score closest to the 
established level, using the following choice options: 

o Program 
o Line 
o Component 
o Section 

 

For example: Low = 30 
  Medium = 70 
  High = 100 
If the risk level score result is 60, then the inherent risk is mapped to Medium. 

 

The Workflow Scoping Component is a filtering mechanism that chooses the applicable controls for the 
Assessment. When the Workflow Scoping Program is completed, it evaluates every component to determine 
which controls to include. The scoped-in controls are then combined, and a new Assessment is created. This new 
Assessment is then available under the Assessment tab, as well as within the associated third party (Supplier, 
Relationship) record. 

Support for dissimilar Object Type Enrollments for Evidence Program and Scoping Program 
Within the Controls Module, Assessors can utilize evidence collected at the Parent object level for an 
assessment that is performed at the Child object level, in order to evaluate the evidence within the appropriate 
context. When Evidence Mapping for a specific control is searching for results, comments and documents, the 
precedence in which the questions will seek data are as follows: 

• Relationship-level Assessment 
o Seek evidence of program enrollment on the same relationship. 

§ If evidence of enrollment on the relationship is not found, then seek evidence on the 
relationship’s parent supplier. 

§ If evidence of enrollment on the relationship is not found on the relationship, nor on the 
parent supplier, then seek evidence on the relationship’s parent relationship. 

• Supplier-level Assessment 
o Seek evidence of program enrollment on the same supplier. 

§ If evidence of enrollment on the supplier is not found, then seek evidence on the 
supplier’s parent supplier. 

• Relationship Location-level Assessment 
o Seek evidence of program enrollment on the same location. 
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§ If evidence of enrollment on the location is not found, then seek evidence on the 
relationship that is the parent of the location. 

§ If evidence of the enrollment on the location is not found on the relationship that is the 
parent of the location, then seek evidence on the supplier that is the parent of the 
location. 

• Candidate Supplier-level Assessment 
o Seek evidence of program enrollment on the same candidate supplier. 

§ If evidence of enrollment on the candidate supplier is not found, then seek evidence on 
the engagement for the candidate supplier. 

§ If evidence of enrollment is not found on the engagement for the candidate supplier, 
then seek evidence on the supplier record of the candidate supplier. 

• Supplier Product-level Assessment 
o Seek evidence of program enrollment on the same supplier product. 

§ If evidence of enrollment on the supplier product is not found, then seek evidence on 
the product that is the parent of the supplier product. 

• Product-level Assessment 
o Seek evidence of program enrollment on the same product. 

§ If evidence of enrollment on the product is not found, then seek evidence on the parent 
product. 

Assessments 
When the Controls Module is enabled for a customer, an Assessments tab is also enabled and visible in the tab 
categories along the top of the application. All Assessments will display under this tab along with its associations 
from the Supplier or Relationship record, allowing an authorized user to view and conduct assessments. 

 
Any authorized user can view all of their assessments across any enrolled object under the Assessments tab. An 
assessment is also displayed on the enrolled object. 

If more than one assessment is performed on the same object, then it will display in the assessments list under 
the Assessments tab. 

The Assessments grid includes the following available filterable columns of information: 

• Name (clickable link) – the specific assessment name in “Assessment Name – YYYY-MMM-DD 
<Framework><Version>” format, where YYYY-MMM-DD is the date that the Control Audit is created. 
Clicking on the assessment name will navigate the user to the assessment view. 

• Status – indication of whether the assessment is Active or Inactive. 
• Object Type – specific object that the Assessment was performed on, such as Suppliers, Engagements, 

Relationships, Product. 
• Context – the specific Data Dictionary Field (Supplier, Relationship, Engagement, Candidate Supplier, 

Supplier Location, Product Name) of the object on which the assessment was performed. 
• CreateDate – date when the assessment was created in mm/dd/yyyy format. 
• ModifyDate – date when the assessment or any field in the sub-association to the assessment is 

changed and saved in mm/dd/yyyy format. 
• Finalized – Yes/No indication of whether the assessment has been finalized. 
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When the user clicks the link for a specific assessment, the top section of the page includes the following 
information: 

• Assignee – The Program Manager of a specific Scoping Program can assign the resulting assessment to 
an individual or group, with the specific individual or group receiving notification of the assignment. 
NOTE: The User Selector Program Component filters by the user group, “Controls Module Assessors.” In 
order for a user to be available as a selection in the Assignee dropdown field, they must be a member of 
this group. 

• Status – indication of whether the assessment is Active or Inactive. 
• Finalized Date – date the assessment was finalized (if applicable) in mm/dd/yyyy format; cannot be 

edited 
• Object Type – specific object that the Assessment was performed on, such as Suppliers, Engagements, 

Relationships, Product. 
• Context - the specific Data Dictionary Field (Supplier, Relationship, Engagement, Candidate Supplier, 

Supplier Location Product Name) of the object on which the assessment was performed. 
• Approver – the user who can review, modify and finalize an Assessment; an Assessment can be assigned 

to a specific Approver by the Program Manager of the Scoping Program. 
NOTE: The Finalize button is available only to users who are members of the “Controls Module 
Approvers” group.  

• Action Plan – action plan associated with the specific assessment; this is a clickable link that will 
navigate the user to the Available Action Items page for assessment (Not Started / In Process / Cancelled 
/ Completed). The Action Plan is created only after the assessment is finalized. 

• Name - the specific assessment name in “Assessment Name – YYYY-MMM-DD <Framework><Version>” 
format, where YYYY-MMM-DD is the date that the Control Audit is created. 

Assessors can view whether due diligence has occurred via an Evidence Status association on the Assessment 
page that lists all evidence programs and their statuses. From this Evidence Status section, Assessors can begin 
their assessments for all completed evidence programs. 
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The Evidence Status section can be expanded to view the Program Name, Context, Workflow Visualization, 
Program Status, Date Launched the Completed status by clicking on the plus (+) sign to the immediate left of the 
section heading title, or collapsed by clicking the minus (-) sign to close it. 

 
Any controls applied to the assessment load in the Controls section of the specific assessment page. 

 
Any controls applied to the assessment load automatically by default in the Controls section of the specific 
assessment page. To collapse the Controls section and view the controls, click the section heading or minus (-) 
sign to the immediate left of the heading. 
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The Controls section of the specific Assessment page displays a grid with the following columns by default: 

• Framework – name of the specific framework to which the control belongs 
• Framework Version - specific framework version number 
• Control Name – name of the specific control on which the assessment was performed 
• Order Number – order number is respected on the Assessment page with display of an Order Number 

column within the Controls Grid for sorting purposes. The Controls Framework and Version are 
combined within the Controls grid. 

NOTE: Sticky Grid functionality is supported in the associated Controls grid when the user navigates away from 
the Assessment page. Upon returning to the Assessment, the grid will retain its sorts and filters, thus eliminating 
extra steps of having to set filters each time the individual navigates away and returns to the page. 

 
Any sort order is respected when the Excel export is created via the Create Audit button. Filters and sorts from 
the Controls grid are applied to the export. The Framework selection modal no longer displays. 
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• Inherent Risk – calculated score representing the inherent risk of the specific control from the 
assessment performed 

• Control Effectiveness - value of the specific control’s effectiveness, as determined by the individual 
performing the Assessment 

• Observation – an issue or observation identified by the assessor 
• Target Date – target date representing when the Action Plan needs to be completed in mm/dd/yyyy 

format 
• Internal Owner – first and last name of the individual who approves the Action Plan 
• External Owner – first and last name of the individual assigned to the Action Plan 

Additionally, the following function buttons display above the column headings (When a button is clicked, it 
changes from blue to green): 

• Create Audit – allows the user to choose a specific Framework to generate an audit (Excel) spreadsheet 
of the following information when the button is clicked: 

o Control 
o Framework Version 
o Description 
o Procedure 
o Program 
o Question 
o Vendor Response 
o Proposed Remediation 
o Agreed_Remediation 
o Inherent_Risk 
o Residual_Risk 
o Impact 
o Likelihood 
o Observation 
o Risk_Comments 
o Assessor Comments 
o Target date 
o Effectiveness 

 

Creating an audit can serve as a convenient, quick method for an assessor to provide manual input on controls 
within an assessment in a single spreadsheet format. The assessor can enter the answers into that spreadsheet, 
then ultimately import them back into the system. The exported spreadsheet will appear as formatted on the 
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Create Audit export View and Edit page. Any columns included in the spreadsheet that utilize setup data values 
as dropdown picklist selections in the user interface (for such fields as Residual Risk and Effectiveness Rating, for 
example) will be retained in the export. 

NOTE: Responses can be manually entered by the assessor under the spreadsheet column headings indicated in 
boldfaced red text, above. The headings in boldfaced black text, above, are read only. Data cannot be added 
under them. 

 
A loading box wait timer function displays when an Assessor clicks the Create Audit button on an Assessment 
page in the Controls Module. This indicator will show as “Loading” while the system is working on the export 
until the file is downloaded. 

 
• Upload Results – allows the user to import a completed audit (Excel) spreadsheet of the assessment 

controls data when the button is clicked. 
o To upload the completed audit to the assessment, click the Select files… button on the Audit 

Import pop-up window that displays when the user clicks the Upload Results button. Clicking 
Select files…will allow the Admin user to browse for the completed audit spreadsheet. 

o Once the completed audit spreadsheet is added, click the Save button, or click the Cancel 
button to close the Audit Import window without saving the spreadsheet. 
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• Controls Matrix – provides the Admin user with the ability to define new User Defined Fields (UDFs). 

The Controls Matrix grid provides different views of the same data, displaying the Framework, 
Framework Version, Control Name, Inherent Risk, Assessor Comments, Control Effectiveness, and 
Observations data. 
 

 
 

• Risk Register – provides the Admin user with the ability to filter and display only controls with a failure 
status. The Risk Register grid displays the Framework, Framework Version, Control Name, Control 
Effectiveness, Observations, Risk Comments, Proposed Remediation, Agreed Remediation, Target Date, 
Internal Owner, External Owner and Residual Risk data. 

 
• Vendor Action Plan – provides the Admin user with the ability to filter and display only controls with a 

failure status. The Vendor Action Plan grid displays the Framework, Framework Version, Control Name, 
Control Effectiveness, Observations, Proposed Remediation, Agreed Remediation, Target Date, Internal 
Owner, External Owner and Residual Risk data. 

 
APPLY CONTROL button – allows ad hoc inclusion of additional controls that don’t already exist 
in this tenant (if the user attempts to Submit without selecting a Control, they will get a warning 
message, “NO CONTROL SELECTED – PLEASE CHOOSE A CONTROL”) 

FINALIZE button – As the last step for an Assessment, clicking this button will render this 
assessment final and prohibit any changes. It will also result in the creation of an Action Plan link 
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that will display under the Action Plan heading at the top of the specific assessment page (the 
user can click on this) 

NOTE: A user can finalize an Assessment by editing it and clicking the FINALIZE button. 

Delete Assessment 
As a means to remove unwanted assessments from view, Administrative users who are members of the Controls 
Module Admin group can delete Assessments that have not been finalized. 

A Delete button that is only visible to Administrators in the Controls Module Admin group is now available on 
the Assessment Edit page for any Assessment that has not been finalized. Clicking this button will remove the 
Assessment from the Controls Module. 

 

Notification Emails 
The following email notification templates / types, specific to utilization of the Controls Module, are included in 
the application: 

• Email Notification when Assessment is Created 
• Email Notification when Assessment is Assigned 
• Email Notification when Assessment is Complete 
• Email Notification when Assessment Approver is Assigned 

Email Notification when Assessment is Created 
An email notification to the active, internal Relationship Manager or Supplier Manager (of the Relationship or 
Supplier / Parent object) will occur when a new Assessment is created within the Controls Module. When this 
email is generated, a Scoping Program with the Workflow Control Scoping Program Component is completed. 

Following are details of the content of the Assessment Created notification email: 

• Subject Line: A new Assessment was created for !PARENTNAME! 
• HTML Code: A new Assessment <B>!ASSESSMENTNAME!</B> has been created for 

<B>!PARENTNAME!</B><br /><br /> 
Click !LINK! to log in <br /> 

Additionally, an email tag, entitled !ASSESSMENTNAME! that resolves to the name of the specific assessment, is 
included. 

Clicking the link provided within the notification email will automatically navigate the user to the specific 
assessment after logging in. 
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NOTE: The email notification when an assessment is created must be supported within Admin > Email 
Management > Custom Email Text Management. 

Email Notification when Assessment is Assigned 
An email notification to the assigned Assessor will occur when a new Assessment is created and assigned or 
when the assigned assessor for an assessment is changed. Specifically, the recipient of this email notification is 
the user identified in the Assessor user selector Standard field of the newly created (or edited) assessment. 

Following are details of the content of the Assessment Created notification email: 

• Subject Line: An Assessment for !PARENTNAME! has been assigned to you 
• Internal Reference: <AssessmentAssignedToYouSubject> 
• HTML Code: A new Assessment <B>!ASSESSMENTNAME!</B> has been created for 

<B>!PARENTNAME!</B> and has been assigned to you. 
<br /> 
<br /> 
Click !LINK! to log in <br /> 

Clicking the link provided within the notification email will automatically navigate the user to the specific 
assessment after logging in. 

 
NOTE: The email notification when an assessment is assigned must be supported within Admin > Email 
Management > Custom Email Text Management. 

Email Notification when Assessment is Complete 
An email notification to the assigned Assessor, Supplier Manager or Relationship Manager will occur when a new 
Assessment is finalized. Specifically, recipients of this email notification are the users identified in the Assessor 
user selector Standard field of the assessment and the internal Supplier or Relationship Manager. When this 
email is generated, the user can finalize the specific assessment by clicking on the Finalize button. 

Following are details of the content of the Assessment Created notification email: 

• Subject Line: An Assessment for !PARENTNAME! has been completed 
• Internal Reference: <AssessmentFinalizedSubject> 
• HTML Code: The Assessment <B>!ASSESSMENTNAME!</B> for <B>!PARENTNAME!</B> has been 

finalized. 
<br /> 
<br /> 
Click !LINK! to log in <br /> 

Clicking the link provided within the notification email will automatically navigate the user to the specific 
assessment after logging in. 
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Email Notification when Assessment Approver is Assigned 
An email notification will occur when a new Assessment is assigned to an Assessment Approver. Specifically, the 
recipients of this email notification are the Assessor and Approver users identified in the Assessor and Approver 
user selector Standard field of the newly created Assessment. 

Following are details of the content of the Assessment Created notification email: 

• Subject Line: An Assessment for !PARENTNAME! has been assigned to Approver (Full Name) 
• Internal Reference: <AssessmentAssignedToYouSubject> 
• HTML Code: A new Assessment <B>!ASSESSMENTNAME!</B> has been created for 

<B>!PARENTNAME!</B> and has been assigned to Approver (full name). 
<br /> 
<br /> 
Click !LINK! to log in <br /> 

Clicking the link provided within the notification email will automatically navigate the user to the specific 
assessment after logging in. 

 
NOTE: The email notification when an assessment is assigned must be supported within Admin > Email 
Management > Custom Email Text Management. 

Workflow Set Control Risk To Field program component 
The Workflow Set Control Risk To Field program component is available via Admin > Program Management > 
Add New Component > Component dropdown. Its purpose is to enable an Admin user to measure an enrolled 
object’s residual risk once an Assessment is finalized. Depending on the configuration, it then writes the result 
for the enrolled object to the designated user defined field on the Supplier or Relationship. 

This component aggregates all residual risk values across a single assessment, taking the assessment’s calculated 
numeric score and translating it to a human-readable final rating range (for example: Low, Medium, High) or 
writing the rating to specific User Defined Field. 

The Workflow Control Scoping program includes the following settings: 

• Select Framework For Aggregation (Select N/A to aggregate across all frameworks) (dropdown field) – 
enables the Admin user to select a specific framework to use for aggregation, or to select all frameworks 
for aggregation. 

• Select Aggregate Method (radio button) – allows the Admin user to set the aggregation method, with 
the following radio button indicators available (permits single radio button selection only): 
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o Sum – adds the residual risk value across a single assessment 
o Average – calculates the average of all residual risk values across a single assessment 
o Maximum – calculates the maximum of all residual risk values across a single assessment 
o Minimum – calculates the minimum of all residual risk values across a single assessment 

• Include All Enrollment Object Controls? (checkbox indicator) – allows the Admin user to include Parent 
objects in the aggregation. 

o For example, a Candidate Supplier enrollment calculation will include controls on Candidate 
AND Engagement, if this checkbox is indicated 

• Range to use? (dropdown field) – enables the Admin user to provide the scope of values to use for 
calculation of the enrolled object’s residual risk. 

• Supplier Fields to Set? (dropdown field) – allows the Admin user to set the result of the aggregation to a 
field on any and all valid enrolled objects (including Supplier, Relationship, Engagement, Product, 
Candidate Supplier, Supplier Location, Supplier Product, and User Defined Objects (UDOs). 

o Relationship Field to Set? (dropdown field) 
o Engagement Field to Set? (dropdown field) 
o Product Field to Set? (dropdown field) 
o Candidate Supplier Field to Set? (dropdown field) 

 
o Supplier Location Field to Set? (dropdown field) 
o Supplier Product Field to Set? (dropdown field) 
o UDO Name to Update? (dropdown field) 
o UDO Field to Update? (dropdown field) 
o UDO Update Method? (dropdown field) 
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Reporting 

The following data sources pertaining to the Controls Module are available under the application’s Reports tab if 
the module is activated for the customer: 

• Admin Control 
o Display Name: Admin Controls 
o Object Name: b SafeGuardAdminCtrl 
o What it contains: Information about each control as specified on the Control Frameworks page 

(Admin>>Control Framework Configuration link). Important fields include Name (of control), 
Description (control objective), Procedure, Category, Setup Data Codes used to populate the 
Risk Types dropdown (RiskTypeCode) and control effectiveness rating dropdown options 
(EffectivenessTypeCode) 

• Evidence Mapping 
o Display Name: Evidence Mapping 
o Object Name: b SafeGuardAdminCtrlKpi 
o What it contains: Information about each control as specified on the Control page, Evidence 

Mapping section (Admin>>Control Framework Configuration link and click on any listed control). 
Important fields include Program Name (of mapped program), KPIQuestion (Question 
Description of the mapped KPI), KPINumber (KPI Number of the mapped question) 

• Controls Framework 
o Display Name: Controls Framework 
o Object Name: b SafeGuardFramework 
o What it contains: Framework name and Version number 

• Assessments Control 
o Display Name: Assessments Control 
o Object Name: SafeGuardCtrl 
o What it contains: Assessment-related header information 

• Assessments Control Evidence Mapping 
o Display Name: Assessments Control Evidence Mapping 
o Object Name: SafeGuardCtrlKpi 
o What it contains: Responses from completed evaluations for the questions mapped to controls 

within an assessment 
• Assessments Control Matrix 

o Display Name: Assessments Control Matrix 
o Object Name: SafeGuardCtrlMatrix 
o What it contains: Assessment details at the control level including recorded observations, risk 

comment, remediation, likelihood, impact, inherent risk, effectiveness, residual risk 
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Reporting Joins Assessments (with Controls Module data sources mapped to each other) 

 
Reporting Joins Control Framework Configuration (with Controls Module data sources mapped to each other) 

 
NOTE: The user can Deeplink to an Assessment from an associated Report in the system. 
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APPENDIX 

The following enhancements were applied to the Controls Module in recent releases to the application: 

17.7 Release 

Development Ref # Enhancement Description 

1407 Searchable (type-ahead enabled) functionality included in Evidence Mapping ‘Add 
Question’ dropdown 

1410 Associated Controls grid open automatically when viewing an Assessment 
 
17.8 Release 

Development Ref # Enhancement Description 
1454 Functionality included to Deeplink to an Assessment from a Report 

1491 More columns added to Controls Framework Grid (Category, Control Status, Delete, 
Risk Weight) 

1492 Reason / display of reason why a Control was applied added 

1493 Setup data values in Excel columns of exported Audit spreadsheet will be retained as 
validations (dropdown) in the excel spreadsheet 

1542 Number of Controls imported added to Inbound Integration Completed email 
confirmation message 

 Excel integration support for rich text for import and export of audit spreadsheet 
 
17.9 Release 

Development Ref # Enhancement Description 
1494 Control Ordering in the Excel export of an Assessment 
1560 Assign Assessor on Assessment Matrix 
1561 New Email Type (Notification) when Assessment is created 
1562 New Email Type (Notification) when Assessment is assigned 
1563 New Email Type (Notification) when Assessment is complete 

1564 Support for dissimilar object type enrollments for evidence program and scoping 
program 

 
17.10 Release 

Development Ref # Enhancement Description 
1660 Remove formatting text and HTML tags from Procedure and Description Fields in an 

Assessments Control Report 
1681 Loading Box displays as wait timer on Create Audit click 
1683 Supplier Name displays in Context category on Assessment page 
1684 Sticky Grid functionality supported for Control Matrix 

1685 Retain Component Settings on Workflow Control Scoping program component when 
migrating data from one tenant to another 

1715 Assign Approver Field and Permissions added to Controls Matrix object 
 
17.11 Release 

Development Ref # Enhancement Description 
1716 New Email Type (Notification) When Assessment Approver is Assigned 
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Development Ref # Enhancement Description 

1746 
Inactive Frameworks no longer showing in the ‘Select specific Controls to apply from 
all frameworks’ box (Admin > Program Management > Program Component Library > 
Workflow Control Scoping) 

1749 KPI Response (Result Summary) Statuses in Evidence Mapping 
1755 Evidence Program Status association on Assessment page 
1763 Delete Assessment function added to Assessment page for Admin users 
1770 Show Component-Level Information in Evidence Mapping 
1790 Sticky Grids function now working on Controls Module Assessment Details page 
1799 Delete Admin Framework function added to Control Frameworks grid 

1806 Set Rule condition on Assessment object to trigger automated residual risk 
calculation launch 

1807 Edit Control from the Controls Matrix of an Assessment 

1840 Delete Framework pop-up message changed to “This will delete the framework that 
is selected” 

 


